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Analysis Overview:

Doublet Filtering 
Ambient RNA Removal 
CellCycle Regression 
Integration

Scoring Methods + 
Reference Based Alignment
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Comprehensive Quality Control 
Analysis 

1. Removing Unwanted Technical or  
Biological Variation 
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Clustering

Ideal Cluster’s: 

Cell Type Specific Clusters; 

Roughly Good representation of all samples in each cluster; 

Free of Technical Artifacts/Unwanted Variation; 

Unwanted Technical Variation:  
Batch 
Ambient RNA 
Doublets  
Library Protocol 

Unwanted Biological Variation: 
CellCycle 
Proportion of MT reads 
Sample/Patient Sex or Age etc.  
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10x Chromium Overview:

Singlet

Empty Drops

Doublets

Ambient RNA Contamination

Stressed (high % Mitochondrial Gene) 
Or Low-quality Cell

https://scienceblog.cincinnatichildrens.org/new-tool-improves-outcomes-of-single-cell-research/

Unwanted Sources of Variation
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Strategy For Technical Contamination Filtering

emptyDrops 
barcodeRanks

DoubletFinder 
scDblFinder 
Scrublet

decontX 
SoupX
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Strategy For Technical Contamination Filtering
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Doublet often appear as fingers coming off of 
clusters 

Key is to remove clusters enriched for 
doublets (set resolution high) 

Doublets can become more prominent after 
sub-clustering of specific cell types 

Best strategy is to verify doublet calls with  
double positive expression of known markers 

Caveat: Watch out for transitory cell types 
- False Positives

Strategy For Technical Contamination Filtering
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Example — Large number of captured cells per sample 
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Unwanted Biological Variation

After normalizing the seurat object, assign each 
cell a score based on its expression of G2/M and S 
phase canonical markers.  

The score is calculated using the 
CellCycleScoring() function in Seurat. 

Cell Cycle Scoring: 

The most common biological data correction (or source of 
"uninteresting" variation) in single cell RNA-seq is the effects of 
the cell cycle on the transcriptome. 
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Removing Unwanted Biological Variation (CellCycle)

seurat_object <- CellCycleScoring(seurat_object, g2m.features = g2m_genes,  
                    s.features = s_genes) 

View(seurat_object@meta.data) # View Scores in meta.data slot of seurat object

seurat_object <- seurat_object %>% FindVariableFeatures() %>% ScaleData() %>% RunPCA()
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Problem

Removing Unwanted Biological Variation (CellCycle)
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Problem No Effect 

Removing Unwanted Biological Variation (CellCycle)
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Removing Unwanted Biological Variation (%MT)

# Check quartile values 
summary(seurat_object@meta.data$percent.mt) 

# Turn percent.mt into categorical factor vector based on quartile values 
seurat_object@meta.data$mitoFr <- cut(seurat_object@meta.data$mitoRatio,  
                   breaks=c(-Inf, $q1, $q2/median, $q3, Inf),  
                   labels=c("Low","Medium","Medium high", "High")) 
    

Mitochondrial Proportions:

seurat_object <- seurat_object %>% FindVariableFeatures() %>% ScaleData() %>% RunPCA()
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LogNormalize v. SCTransform
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2. Integration 
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Batch Effects

In Context of scRNA seq,  batch effect refers to non-biological variations that arise 
when samples are processed in separate runs or under slightly different conditions. 

Variations can occur due to differences in: 

•   Sample Handling 
•   Reagent Lots 
•   Equipment , or  
•   Time of Processing 

To remove these effects, one may find it necessary to run integration/alignment
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Integration

Tran et al. 2020 Genome Biology
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Integration
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Batch Effects - Example
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Considerations & Strategies when performing integration

To integrate or not 
to integrate? 

Should integration be between studies, batches or samples? 

One popular approach has been to perform an initial integration of all cells 
to align ‘major’ cell types and then re-cluster individual cell types without 
integration 

Often requires some prior understanding of biological and technical 
variability in your data: 

- How were samples processed (day, protocol, treatments, conditions) 

- If you are looking at different conditions, do you expect it to affect all 
cell types or a subset of cell types? 

- Important to have biological positive controls to guide integration 
process (e.g. known cell types, pathways or marker genes) 
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Seurat Supported Integration Methods

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

Perform canonical correlation analysis (CCA): 
CCA identifies shared sources of variation between the conditions/groups. 


Using the 3000 most variant genes from each sample 
This step roughly aligns the cells using the greatest shared sources of variation. 

Identify anchors or mutual nearest neighbors (MNNs) across datasets (sometimes incorrect 
anchors are identified) 

Filter anchors to remove incorrect anchors: 
Assess the similarity between anchor pairs by the overlap in their local neighborhoods (incorrect 
anchors will have low scores) 


Integrate the conditions/datasets: 
Use anchors and corresponding scores to transform the cell expression values, allowing for the 
integration of the conditions/datasets (different samples, conditions, datasets, modalities)
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Seurat Supported Integration Methods

Harmony Integration

Harmony iteratively learns a cell-specific linear correction function 

 

Faster and more efficient than CCA;  

More reliable for Batch effected studies;  

Suffers less from over-correction; 
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Seurat Supported Integration Methods

CCA


RPCA


Harmony


FastMNN 


scVI
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3. Downstream Analysis 
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Approaches for FindMarker and Differential Expression

Can be challenging for 
complex datasets with many 
cell types and 
subpopulations

Tries to find ‘up-regulated’ genes  by 
comparing each cluster to all other clusters
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Seurat FindMarkers
In Seurat we can use Find Markers function to perform DE between clusters and also within clusters
Uses Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for DE by default

DE between clusters example

https://satijalab.org/seurat/articles/de_vignette
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Seurat FindMarkers
In Seurat we can use Find Markers function to perform DE between clusters and also within clusters
Uses Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for DE by default

DE within cluster example

# Find Markers case v ctrl in cluster 1 
  
case.v.ctrl <- FindMarkers(seurat_object, ident.1 = “case”,  
                ident.2 = “ctrl”, group.by = “condition”, 

   subset.ident = 1, only.pos = F)

group.by = A column name present in meta.data 
ident.1 & ident.2  = Factor values of the group.by column 
subset.ident = Cluster Number or Name 
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Seurat FindMarkers
In Seurat we can use Find Markers function to perform DE between clusters and also within clusters

For Complicated DE (datasets with many co-variates)
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Seurat FindMarkers

Biological Replicates?

Seurat’s DE tests treat each cell as an independent replicate and ignore inherent 
correlations between cells originating from the same sample. 

# Find Markers case v ctrl in cluster 1 
  
case.v.ctrl <- FindMarkers(seurat_object, ident.1 = “case”,  
                ident.2 = “ctrl”, group.by = “condition”, 

   subset.ident = 1, only.pos = F)

group.by = A column name present in meta.data 
ident.1 & ident.2  = Factor values of the group.by column 
subset.ident = Cluster Number or Name 
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Pseudo-bulk Approach

Create a Pseudo-bulk Profile 


For each cell type / cluster :

Sums together gene counts from all cells within a sample (cluster) and returns a  
gene x sample matrix instead of gene x cell matrix
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Pseudo-bulk Approach

Create a Pseudo-bulk Profile 


For each cell type / cluster :

Sums together gene counts from all cells within a sample (cluster) and returns a  
gene x sample matrix instead of gene x cell matrix

For each cell type

DESeq2


EdgeR
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Differential Abundance Analysis

Tests to check if proportion of cells 
within clusters are associated with a 
particular  phenotype e.g. cases v ctrls
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Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
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Automated Cell Type Labeling with a reference
Seurat SingleR

scArches
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Cell-cell Communication analysis for predicting 
interactions between cell types
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4. Interactive Analysis 
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Automated Cell Type Labeling with a reference

Seurat SCTK


